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The articles published in Legal News
represent the views of the contributor and
are not necessarily the official views of the
Confederation of South Wales Law Societies,
Cardiff & District Law Society, or of the Editorial
Board. The magazine or members of the Editorial
Board are in no way liable for such opinions.
Whilst every care has been taken to ensure
that the contents of this issue are accurate, we
cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies
or late changes. No article, advertisement or
graphic, in whole or in print, may be reproduced
without written permission of the publishers.

RESERVE YOUR PLACES NOW FOR THESE MEMBERS’ FORUMS
AND RECEIVE FREE CPD HOURS!
Cardiff & District Law Society is proud to invite members to its next two Forums,
which are expected to be very popular.
‘All Change at the Employment Tribunal – Please Mind the Gap!’
– 1.5 CPD Hours
“A review of recent changes in Employment Tribunal practices and procedures”
Speakers: Juliette Franklin and Rachel Harfield, Solicitors, Slater & Gordon
Date/Time: Wednesday 30 October 2013 at 6.00pm –
Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with Slater & Gordon (UK) LLP
Venue: Slater & Gordon, Landore Court, 51 Charles Street, Cardiff, CF10 2GD
Contact: Jill Parker on 029 21 921828
or e-mail: jparker@slatergordon.co.uk

‘Regulatory Update 2013’ – 1.5 CPD Hours
“An overview of the current and future landscape relating to various regulatory
issues, including Complaints Handling, the SRA Handbook and ABS applications”
Speakers: Adele Jones, Compliance and Risk Director (Solicitor), New Law and
Hugh Price, Independent Consultant, Hugh James and Hugh Price Legal Consulting
Date/Time: Wednesday 27 November 2013 at 6.00pm – Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with New Law and Hugh Price Consulting
Venue: New Law, Helmont House, Churchill Way, Cardiff, CF10 2HE
Contact: Katie Beal at New Law on 0333 321 7172 (Ext 4482)
or e-mail: Katie.Beal@new-law.co.uk

Forums are open to all members of Cardiff & District Law Society, irrespective of their expertise.
PLEASE SUPPORT THEM! IT’S THAT EASY! NOTHING TO PAY!
LEGAL NEWS
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT OCTOBER 2013
I was delighted to join Cardiff & District Law Society
at their Day at the Races on 6th September - much
more fun than an afternoon at the office which is
where I usually spend Friday afternoons. The venue
was the Racecourse at Chepstow with 6 races, on
the flat. There was much to consider when placing
a bet. What odds were being given? The look of the
horse and the racing colours of the jockey were taken
into account. In the end it was a guess as to where to
place my bet, with limited success.

expertise increases my chances
of picking a winner considerably.
My track record indicates that I
win substantially more than I lose
and very often with considerable
profitability. However a misplaced bet
can be very costly indeed but that is
the risk of the game unfortunately.
Indeed the vagaries and
uncertainties which accompany a
civil litigator’s life these days resulted
in one former colleague resigning
from the profession completely.

It was the grey mare who brought
me luck with a £50.00 win. But
other bets that day were placed with
limited success and I cannot say
that I returned home quids in but I
did have a very enjoyable time. The
occasion was well supported mainly
by Lawyers but it was also attended
by those who provide much needed
ancillary services to the profession.
The John Hayes, Costs Partnership
were represented as were Forensic
Business Limited which provides
expertise in the authentication of
hand writing, useful in connection
with Probate and Contract Disputes
I would have thought (and also
criminal matters). The event was
not attended by Members of the
Cardiff Bar and if any were present
and I missed you apologies. I found
this surprising as traditionally they

To many the racing world, like the
legal profession can appear to be very
glamorous indeed with high rollers at
every corner. However it will come as
no surprise to our readers the racing
world can be a world that is rather
seedy. Attempts to fix odds and reduce
risk can increase the chance of a win.
However very often, in the racing world
these measures are often achieved by
very dubious methods.

4
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are considered to be the risk takers
amongst the profession and more
akin to the professional gambling
fraternity than their fellow Solicitors!
However with the advent of the
Conditional Fee we have all become
professional gamblers to a certain
extent.
When I entered this profession
relatively late in life I came with the
hope that it would provide financial
security and certainly that I would
get paid. Indeed I did so in the early
days. These days I have to carry out
a risk assessment whenever I agree
to undertake a case on a Conditional
Fee basis, not unlike placing a bet at
the Chepstow Races I am afraid.
I do hope that my professional
LEGAL NEWS

Let us hope that the Professional
Ethics and Guidance which regulate
both branches of what continues to
be a divided profession can prevent
the Legal Profession from sinking
into that particular abyss. Those
John Grisham fans amongst us will
already be aware of the dangers that
accompany a no win no fee system
of funding...

Fortunately, because of the
dedication of our criminal law
colleagues, the clients that they
serve daily have less of a chance of
an unjust sentence being imposed
upon them. Trial by jury is less of
the gamble because access to legal
services and the right to choice
of a lawyer have been retained;
also proposals to introduce price
competitive tendering (PCT) have
been abandoned to a large extent.
This after very strong protest was
made regarding the provisions of
LASPO by criminal practitioners.
However the proposals to slash £350
million from the annual legal aid
budget of £2billoin remain...
Legal Aid also remains available to
fund Child Care Proceedings, and
rightly so! Those who are vulnerable,
unprotected and exposed to a seedy
side of life at an early stage deserve
to be protected. Funding should be
and is available to ensure that this is
the case and that care proceedings
can be brought and fought as
appropriate...
Disappointment has been expressed
by many members of the profession
that the cutbacks will remain in
relation to civil litigation. In particular
family lawyers have been greatly
affected by the reduction in
>>
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT CONTINUED...
availability of legal aid for divorce
and ancillary financial matters. The
ability to give advice is restricted in
housing matters with reduced rates
applied immigration lawyers are
severely affected and the criminal
legal aid sector still faces substantial
challenges due to financial
constraints.
Legal Aid celebrated a 64th Birthday
this year .this as reported in the
Law Society Gazette (July 2013).
It was noted that its continuation
is imperative to avoid the obvious
social injustice of “one law for
the rich and another one for
the poor”. Unfortunately it is
becoming increasingly difficult to
obtain access to justice if you are
poor. Unfortunately it seems that
increasingly this will become the
case.
We are pleased to report that the
Confederation of South Wales Law
Societies annual programme of
CPD events continued this autumn.
To all those COLP and COFA’s out
there we can say no more than
where were you? Other programs
proved to more successful. The Civil
Law update was very well attended
and covered a wide range of topics
relevant to civil litigators in the
locality. Over the years we have been
6
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fortunate to have the support of the
local judiciary for the Confederation
courses and this year was no
exception. We thank them together
with all the other speakers who gave
their time and considerable expertise
freely to ensure that our program
was a success. We hoped you liked
the new venue used for both the Civil
and Criminal Law updates. It was of
course The Chairman’s Boardroom
at Cardiff City Football club. We were
hoping that their recent success
would rub off on ourselves. Same
place next Year!
We are pleased that the Annual
Summer Party of the Confederation
of South Wales Law Societies
“Casino Royale” did proceed at
the New House Hotel on the 20th
September 2013. It was a very
enjoyable evening, the food was
excellent and, despite reduced
numbers ”.the show did go on” and
considerable fun was had by all with
the evening developing a distinctly
Greek theme. The casino table
proved to be popular with Mr Michael
Walters repeating his Gambling
success of the races. If you want to
be a success when placing a bet, I
suggest you ask his good self for a
tip... The event was kindly sponsored
by both Lextox Drugs and Alcohol
Testing and Wesleyan for Lawyers.
LEGAL NEWS

We thank them for their support. And
hope they enjoyed the evening.
We are also pleased to report that
the Monmouthshire Incorporated
Law Society have experienced a very
successful revival and we wish the
current President Mr. Keith Evans a
very successful year. We understand
that the Celtic Manor Hotel was
at bursting point .I also recall the
days when I attended at the now
Celtic Manor Hotel formerly the
Lydia Baynon hospital when I was at
bursting point, this when giving birth
to my 2 eldest children (not at the

same time) in, what was then the
delivery room upstairs. After such
experience you have great difficulty
in viewing the Celtic Manor hotel as a
social venue.
In the meanwhile we hope that
Lawyers in South Wales can continue
to support events organised by
their respective societies and The
Confederation of South Wales Law
Societies. n
Gaynor McCann Davies
President of the Confederation
g.davies@daviessullywilkins.co.uk
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CARDIFF AND
DISTRICT

PRESIDENT’S LETTER
SIMON CRADICK, PRESIDENT • SIMON.Cradick@morgan-cole.com

So, there we were 20 feet away from a pride of lions,
sitting in an open sided vehicle, protected by nothing
more than the guide’s assurance that we were seen
neither as a threat nor as lunch. Fortunately, the lions
appeared to agree with this analysis and paid us little
attention as they groomed each other and basked in the
sun, looking like oversized domestic cats wanting to be
stroked. Shortly afterwards, they revealed an entirely
different character as we watched them hunt, catch and
devour a warthog. Not one of nature’s more attractive
creatures but even so... The whole episode was nature
at its rawest. Not pleasant viewing but utterly compelling.
As we move into Autumn, and the
reality of work in the increasingly
difficult legal market, it’s good to
think back to the better times last
Summer. The safari holiday in South
Africa fulfilled a life’s ambition and
ticked one off the bucket list! Seeing
sparring rhinos, fighting zebra,
marauding elephants, extraordinarily
graceful giraffes, assorted antelopes
and various other beats exceeded
expectations. Another ticked off the
bucket list was whale watching. Great
experience for the most part, by which
I mean the first 90 minutes or so.
After that, the five metre swell got the
better of me and the remainder of the
trip was spent wishing I was anywhere
but on that boat! Another highlight
8
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was climbing Table Mountain, the
long way round. Definitely to be
recommended if in the area.
It all seems an awful long time ago
now, especially as, shortly after our
return, a very close friend of my
younger son died. Such a tragic loss
has hit us hard, as it has the many
others who knew Owen. Things like
that put a different perspective on
the vicissitudes of normal life.
On a more cheerful note, I was
unfortunately unable to attend
the Society’s visit to Chepstow
Racecourse a couple of weeks ago. It
was by all accounts (and I have seen
various emails) a really good day out,
LEGAL NEWS

and I understand the bookies were
especially pleased to see us! Keep
an eye out for the next social event.
I was honoured to be invited as a guest
to the Monmouthshire Incorporated
Law Society Ball, held at the Celtic
Manor Lodge on Friday 20 September.
It was a splendid occasion and a
magnificent way to celebrate the
resurrection of the Monmouthshire
Incorporated Law Society. The sparkling
evening was hosted with enthusiasm
by President Keith Evans, who was both
amusing and, when speaking about
the challenges facing the profession,
passionate. A good time was had by all,
so Helen and I would like to offer our
thanks to the Monmouth Law Society
and, in particular, the organisers.
Earlier that week, I chaired and spoke
at the Civil Law Update seminar
hosted by the Confederation of South
Wales Law Societies. The event was
arranged with the usual efficiency by
Michael Walters, who was not even
phased by the theft of a laptop and
projector the previous night, which
meant urgently hiring alternatives.
My thanks to Kevin Greer for his
help in retrieving my slides from the
ether - I would have been a bit lost
without them. It was good to renew
old acquaintances and spar again

with Cenric Clement-Evans and Mark
Harvey, who both delivered important
and informative talks, as indeed did
Wayne Williams, Steve Averill and
Anne-Louise Ferguson. The quality of
the speakers who attended made up
for the absence of the nameless AM
who found himself double booked.
Cenric and Mark effortlessly filled in
the additional time!
Finally, many of you will have read
that Chris Grayling has taken
on board the almost universal
objections to his proposals for
price competitive tendering, which
would have had the effect of
removing client choice as regards
legal representation. He has
announced that, though it is still
the Government’s intention to cut
the legal aid budget by £220m, the
plans for PCT have been abandoned.
Among those vociferously objecting
to PCT was the Society’s own Trudy
McBride, who was one of three
representatives who met Mr Grayling
to highlight the problems his reforms
would cause in Wales. On behalf of
the Society’s members practising in
criminal law, I would like to record
our thanks to Trudy for her efforts. n
Simon Cradick
Simon.Cradick@morgan-cole.com

FEATURE

South Wales Law Firm optimises off-site
working with Digital Dictation from SpeechWrite
Berry Smith LLP is an award-winning Cardiff-based law firm covering
the country from their 4-offices and with over 100 staff and 11
partners. They have continued to grow in size and specialisms in their
27years and now, it is critical to Berry Smith that they have the latest
technology in-house to complement their growth, adapting client
requirements and maintain the optimum standards that they’ve set.
One aspect for improvement was the
fee-earners need to work off-site with
clients but still maintaining a level
of activity whilst being remote. As
clients’ needs were becoming more
complex, fee-earners within the firm
needed to process recorded files for
transcription before they returned to
the office. This entailed having a way
of downloading and sending the file
to the secretary electronically.
Alison Hoy, Chief Executive for Berry
Smith called on Birmingham-based
dictation specialist, SpeechWrite
Digital, who concluded that the
growth of the company resulted in a
requirement to upgrade the digital

dictation equipment to a complete
“solution” - incorporating all elements
of both dictation and transcription
tools and document processing
software. SpeechWrite, an awardwinning digital dictation specialist,
then led a technical consultation
and thorough systems-audit, and
recommended a complete dictation
overhaul.
Berry Smith was recommended a
reputable brand - Philips - who have
over 50 years leading the dictation
market. SpeechWrite supplied,
installed and now – supports, over
60 units to the firm, including Philips
Digital Pocket Memos (portable)

and SpeechExec Pro Transcription
software for the in-house secretaries.
The portable dictation products means
that fee-earners can now record a full
dictation whilst off-site – which can be
set a priority and confidential level in
the initial recording stage. Similarly, the
electronic nature of the Philips solution
means that on sourcing an internet
connection, the fee-earner can send
the dictated file to the secretarial pool
for immediate processing, eliminating
the need to return to the office,
which would prolong the document
turnaround time.
The software package also allows
secretaries to view a profile of each
dictated file received - dictation
length, priority level, confidentiality,
type of dictation and the author are
visible – allowing the secretary to
better manage task-time – tackling
the longer dictations when time

LEGAL NEWS

allows and allowing urgent files to be
processed first. Alison Hoy comments:
“The secretarial software allows us to
maximise their time by outsourcing
routine dictation files for transcription,
allowing secretaries to free up typing
time to do more pressing and taxing
administrative tasks.”
For the future, SpeechWrite and Berry
Smith considered the ever-advancing
world of document processing, and
installed additional speech recognition
modules within the platform so that
the firm is geared for speech-to-text
working, dictating via Smartphones
and secure file storage using
SpeechWrite’s cloud-based system. n
Contact SpeechWrite for more
information about digital dictation or
an on-site demo:
Tel. 0121 236 2626
email: info@speechwrite.com
Twitter: @SpeechWrite_com
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SAVVY OR SHARP?
good faith in business
By William Rees, Pupil-Barrister at Civitas Law, Cardiff

Ethics and responsibility are principles to which
any business should aspire. While businesses
need to create and maintain working relationships,
transparency, communication and fair dealing
are essential to relationships with partners and
customers.

to show their cards throughout the
negotiation and performance of a
contract in which a duty of good faith
is implied. This may include active,
prompt disclosure of all relevant
facts and intentions, though explicitly
revealing intention in a negotiation
may prove unrealistic.  

However, caution should be advised
in any commercial relationship and it
would be naïve to believe that every
commercial entity always engages
in best practice or on even terms.
There is frequently an imbalance
of power between parties, the facts
of which are often unforeseen and
unintended, and this can easily be
exploited by the shrewd and the
unscrupulous alike.

For, at its most rigorous a duty of good
faith might restrict either party from a
course of action which is intended to
and would in fact deprive the other of
the fruits of the contract, particularly
when such a course of action is not
considered or provided for explicitly in
the contract. Whether such behaviour
would be deemed to be in breach of
the duty of good faith remains to be

Well- drafted agreements can place
parties on a more equal footing, but
more often than not even the most
hard-headed business persons and
their lawyers must rely on a certain
degree of simple good faith in dealings.  
In general, the law has previously
afforded no more protection than
a requirement of simple honesty to
those who rely on such good faith.
However, in the recent decision of
Yam Seng Pte Ltd v International
Trade Corp Ltd [2013] EWHC 111
(QB) the courts may have provided
some protection for any party which
has found itself to have fallen victim
to unethical behaviour which falls
short of outright dishonesty.
10
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In that case the court made it an
implied term of the contract that
the parties were to behave in good
faith, requiring a higher standard
of behaviour than honesty alone.
This raises two central issues
which should be considered by any
business in its dealings with other
parties, even where those parties
might appear to be equals.
Firstly, we must consider when a
duty of good faith will be implied.
The court specifically highlighted
contracts of a “relational” nature as
examples where a duty greater than
mere honesty would apply. These
may include distribution agreements,
joint ventures and franchises,
licensing agreements or any other
arrangement where the nature of the
contractual performance is on-going
and the fruits of the contract can
only be enjoyed, or loss avoided, with
a heavy reliance on the behaviour of
the other party.
Secondly, what are the limits of good
faith and the conduct required to
satisfy the duty? It is likely that at the
least both parties will be expected
LEGAL NEWS

seen but could lead to considerable
uncertainty in the near future.
While there is considerable doubt
as to the scope and application
of the implied duty of good faith,
we ignore the developing case
law in this area at our peril. Since
breaking the idolatry of freedom of
contract, the law has incrementally
developed increasing qualifications
to protect contracting parties. Many
European jurisdictions already imply
a general duty of good faith and
efforts to harmonise the law are
only likely to increase in the UK. In
these circumstances transparency,
mutual benefit and fair dealing are
important than ever before. n
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CASINO ROYALE
NIGHT

The Confederation of South
Wales Law Societies

CASINO
ROYALE NIGHT
The Confederation of South Wales Law Societies returned to the
Marquee at the New House Hotel, Thornhill, Cardiff. to hold the
annual Summer Party, which, in keeping with the theme, kicked
off with glasses of Kir Royale.

Sponsors - Wesleyan For Lawyers

Entertainment was provided by the ‘In Form’ Darren Tyson,
providing yet again fantastic live and recorded music to listen
and dance to. Thanks also to the New House and their staff
for an excellent meal and service.
The casino was a great attraction with all attendees trying
their luck but, despite the lack of confidence by our esteemed
Treasurer in the ‘System’ that I had adopted, yours truly won
the top prize by accumulating £600 in winnings (again! –
Editor), finally securing top prize by having a ZERO bet at the
right time! Happy Days.
The Confederation is extremely grateful for the sponsorship
provided by both LEXTOX and Wesleyan for Lawyers, helping
secure great value for money to those that attended. Further
thanks to Wesleyan for Lawyers for donating prizes for the
Prize Draw
The Confederation was delighted to support again the Marie
Curie Cancer Foundation and we were pleased to present
donations from a collection and the ‘Fiver in an Envelope’
competition to Juliet Gibbon on the evening, including
proceeds from the ‘Fun Lemon’ competition set up by Gilly
Jones.
Look out for our programme of summer 2014 events – to be
announced shortly! n
Michael Walters

Thank you to both our sponsors

12
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Sponsors - Lextox

CASINO ROYALE
NIGHT

Wesleyan For Lawyers Prize Draw
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WPILA - Welsh Personal Injury Lawyers Association
lawyers are, in the main, now used
to co-operating to narrow issues
between them. Training in specific
areas of personal injury law is widely
available. So, is there a need for a
WPILA? I would like to think there is a
place for it if new blood can be found
to run it. The Association is left with
a very healthy bank balance so there
are funds for any activities that may
be planned.
So, are there any personal injury
lawyers who would be interested
in revitalising the Association
by reforming the Committee? If
so, please let me know! If not, a
Calling all personal injury lawyers!
I would like to use this letter to talk
about the Welsh Personal Injury
Lawyers Association.
It says on my CV that I am the
Honorary Secretary of the Welsh
Personal Injury Lawyers Association
which, while true (on the basis that I
have not resigned or been deposed!),
rather ignores the fact that the WPILA
is moribund. I would very much like
to know if there are personal injury
litigants out there willing and able to
bring it back to life.
The WPILA was set up in 1999 at the
instigation of Mr Justice Thomas, Kt.,
with the expressed aim of improving
the standard of personal injury
litigation in Wales and encouraging
its development. It was hoped this
would be achieved by encouraging
and facilitating closer co-operation
between claimant and defendant
Solicitors, between Solicitors and
Barristers and between practitioners
and academics. With these aims
in mind, membership was open to
all Solicitors, Barristers, and other
lawyers practising personal injury
litigation, as well as academics
with an interest in the subject.  The
Association’s first Chair was Neil
Bidder QC (as he then was) and I
was elected as Secretary or, more
accurately, selected (in the absence
of an alternative!). Though the Chair
subsequently changed, I contrived to
remain Secretary.
16
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The principal activity of the
Association was the promotion of
training events, which were always
informative and often stimulated
lively debate between claimant and
defendant lawyers. We were able
to offer training on quite specific
topics in the field of personal injury,
often with expert speakers. The
advent of CPR, which introduced
major changes to injury litigation
in particular, was fertile ground
for training and discussion. Most
lawyers practising prior to 1999 had
some difficulty grasping the idea
of a wholly independent expert,
leave alone the concept of a single
joint expert, after years of so-called
“hired guns”. The WPILA allowed
claimant and defendant lawyers
to meet, discuss issues increase
learning together. I believe that it
did help to foster a greater degree of
co-operation between claimant and
defendant lawyers in Wales, to the
benefit of their respective client.
The Association was very successful
initially. Speaker meetings were well
attended and membership grew. A
Dinner was held. Over time, though,
the interest in and activities of the
Association dwindled. Education and
training began to be offered locally
by professional organisations and,
for example, Barristers Chambers
both in Wales and from outside. The
members of the Committee that ran
the Association found other demands
on their time. As a consequence, the
LEGAL NEWS

Association became moribund. Its
last event was a Summer Party some
years ago which was a good event,
though not as well attended as we
had hoped.
It may be that the time has passed
for an Association with the aims of
the WPILA. Claimant and defendant

decision will have to be made as to
an appropriate destination for the
Association’s funds. n
Simon Cradick
Simon.Cradick@morgan-cole.com

www.30parkplace.co.uk
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BAR 44 - Tapas Y Copas
14 Windsor Road, Penarth

It has long been beyond my humble
comprehension why Cowbridge is
able to sustain a large number of
restaurants and wine bars, whereas
in Penarth, the only establishments
that seem to be able to survive for
any length of time were two Italian
restaurants and an Indian restaurant
(albeit very good in their own right).  
Things have changed in the last couple
of years and we now have number of
interesting restaurants such as The
Olive Tree, The Fig Tree and the tres
jolie Café des Amis.  It must still surely
be a very good sign that a Cowbridge
restaurant has now opened in Penarth
– Bar 44 – Tapas y Copas.
Tapas has become somewhat of a
misused word with many restaurants
serving so called tapas which  seem to
be  far removed from the Spanish origin

– indeed, just recently  in Spain we saw
a tapas bar owned by an English couple
which appeared to be selling mainly
sushi – novel for the Spanish perhaps!
However, I’m glad to say that Bar 44
keeps strictly to its Spanish origins in
every respect - dishes, wines, sherries,
sangria and Spanish beers.  
The modern bright décor gets over
the Spanish flavour without being too
kitschy, with some bare brick walls
and modern but Spanish tiles, with
hams hanging from the ceiling – but
not purely for decoration as these are
part of the open kitchen.  The seating
is varied with small tables, bench
tables for larger parties, small stools
and high stools, ideal for just a drink
and one dish if that’s all you wish.  
There has also recently been added
a small courtyard at the rear with

CHEPSTOW RACES
6th September 2013
The sun was shining, race goers
gathered in the lounge bar at
Bachus, the luxury coach arrived
and, ‘They were off’
Cardiff & District Law Society had
provided coach travel for the benefit
of its members. An afternoon at
Chepstow Racecourse was the order
of the day, and what an afternoon it
turned out to be!
Premier paddock tickets had been
pre-ordered at discounted prices.
Everybody had a little flutter, some
18
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winners and some losers, (my bank
manager was very pleased with me
on Monday morning!)
The group were extremely grateful to
Admiral Insurance for the extended
hospitality at the end of the race
meeting.
Returning to Cardiff the driver
of the coach graciously stopped
at a convenient ‘watering hole’
somewhere near Penhow. Having
by now entered into the ‘party
mode’, it was agreed to divert the
LEGAL NEWS

some magnificently large Jerez sherry
barrels.  The front part gets very busy
especially in the early evening, so if you
are going for a leisurely meal, I suggest
asking for a table at the rear where
there is bench seating underneath the
traditional style Spanish posters.  
The aforesaid hams provide a number
of different meats and the Selection
Board of the various hams, at £12.00
for the Board provides a handsome
starter for people, with a couple of
portions of the excellent rustic bread.  
For the ham aficionado, there is a threefour year cured Jamon Iberico Bellota,
Extremadura  at a good price of £8.00.
With the tapas dishes, we have found
that five between two of us is ample
but dishes flow very quickly so to
order an extra one or two would not
be problem with the friendly and often
Spanish (not a contradiction in terms!)
waiting staff.  On the printed menu,
there will be many that you recognise
-  tortilla, boquerones, and croquetas,
the latter being particularly good, rioja
poached chorizo and triple cooked
patatas bravas (perhaps that one’s
a bit Heston Blummenthal rather
than Andalucía!).  For meat lovers you
must not miss the Oloroso braised ox
cheeks with olive oil mash – beautiful
succulent slow cooked meat - and if
you are fish addicts, then make sure
coach to drop off the group at Cuba
Revolution where the majority
continued in the ‘spirit’ of the day.
Such an enjoyable time was had, the
social committee were tasked with
organising the next event at that
establishment.

you don’t miss the sea bream, with
crab and new potatoes and spinach
– even not being a white fish fan, I
found the bream absolutely delicious
and the crispy hake must also be
mentioned for its light batter.
In addition to the menu, there is always
a menu del dia on the blackboards;
we were looking for something with
prawns, sadly missing from the usual
menu, but the hake and prawn dish
had already sold out by early evening
with shows how busy it is!  
From the bar, there is Alhambra and
Estrella beer on tap, sangria by the
glass and cava, a not unreasonable
£4.70 for a good size glass topped
with a strawberry, plus a full range of
Sherries and Spanish liqueurs.  
As to the wines, there is separate
selection of Rioja which we always go
for: the Vallemayor at £17.50 is fruity
and young enough to go with the
variety of dishes, including fish, that
you might be ordering
With its lively atmosphere, welcoming
staff and authentic Spanish cooking,
Bar 44 is a welcome addition to the
Penarth food scene and hopefully it
will long survive!! n
Richard Fisher
Cocktail making would be the order
of the day! Watch this space for
details (in the Cardiff & District
weekly e-newsletter). n
Michael Walters

